Summer Academy 2011
at the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea

Uses and Protection of the Sea – Legal, Economic and Natural Science Perspectives

24 July to 20 August, 2011

List of Lecturers
In alphabetical order; for further information please visit http://www.iflos.org/en/summer-academy/overview/faculty.aspx

Lecturers from the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea

Professor David Attard (Malta)
Judge elect; Member of the Tribunal as of 1 Oct 2011

Maritime Zones
Internal Waters, Territorial Sea,
Contiguous Zone, EEZ, High Seas

Professor Vladimir Vladimirovich Golitsyn (Russian Federation)
Judge, Member of the Tribunal since 1 Oct 2008

Outer Continental Shelf
Outer Limits of the Continental Shelf
Articles 76, 82 UNCLOS

Tafsir Malick Ndiaye (Senegal)
Judge, Member of the Tribunal since 1 Oct 1996
re-elected as from 1 Oct 2002

Dispute Settlement
Le Règlement des Différends / UNCLOS Part XV - in French

Professor Jin-Hyun Paik (Republic of Korea)
Judge, Member of the Tribunal since 6 March 2009

Fisheries (2)
Legal Perspectives, UNCLOS Provisions
**Professor Tullio Treves** (Italy)
Judge, Member of the Tribunal since 1 October 1996
re-elected as from 1 October 2002
President of the Seabed Disputes Chamber 1999-2002 and since 2 October 2008
President of the Chamber for Marine Environment Disputes 2002-2005
President of the Chamber for Fisheries Disputes 2005-2008

*Offshore Resources (2)*
*UNCLOS Provisions*

**Dr. Helmut Türk** (Austria)
Judge, Member of the Tribunal since 1 Oct 2005
Vice-President of the Tribunal since 1 Oct 2008

*Moot Court Judge*

---

### Visiting Lecturers

**Dr. Kay-Uwe Bahnsen** (Germany)
Attorney at Law, Blaum - Dettmers - Rabstein, Rechtsanwälte
Member of the German Maritime Arbitration Association (GMAA), Hamburg

*Rotterdam Rules and Maritime Law in Legal Practice*
(with Thomas Wanckel)

**Professor Jürgen Basedow** (Germany)
Director, Max Planck Institute for Comparative and International Private Law, Hamburg

*Limitation of Liability*
(Held at Max Planck Institute for Comparative and International Private Law)

**John Brown** (United Kingdom)
Law of the Sea Consultant, UK Hydrographic Office
Taunton, Somerset, England

*Maritime Limits & Boundaries (1) & (2)*
*Introduction & Workshop*

**Rodman Bundy** (United States)
Partner, Eversheds Frere Cholmeley, Paris, France

*Maritime Limits & Boundaries (3)*
*Case Law on Marine Delimitation*
Nigel Carden (United Kingdom)
Deputy Chairman, Thomas Miller P&I Limited
London, England

Oil Pollution (2)
Insurance Issues

Dr. Robin Cleverly (United Kingdom)
Law of the Sea Consultant, UK Hydrographic Office
Taunton, Somerset, England

Offshore Resources (1)
Petroleum Resources
Maritime Limits & Boundaries (1) & (2)
Introduction & Workshop

Dr. John M. Doviak (USA)
Director, Cambridge Academy of Transport, Cambridge, United Kingdom

Shipping (1)
Introduction into the Industry

Dr. Cleopatra Doumbia-Henry (Commonwealth of Dominica)
Director, International Labour Standards Department of the International Labour Office, Geneva, Switzerland.

ILO Consolidated Maritime Labour Convention

Professor Peter Ehlers (Germany)
President of the German Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency - retired
Chair, German Nautical Association, Hamburg
Member of the Board of Trustees, IFLOS

Marine Environmental Protection (4)
Marine Environmental Law Making - Workshop

Professor Hartmut Graßl (Germany)
Professor of General Meteorology
Meteorological Institute, University of Hamburg – retired
Director at the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Hamburg - retired

Climate Change & the Oceans

Professor John Hare (South Africa)
Head of Shipping Law, University of Cape Town

Maritime Law (1) - History & Overview
Maritime Law (2) - Salvage
Marine Insurance - The basics in law and practice
Dr. James Harrison (United Kingdom)
Lecturer, Edinburgh School of Law

*Marine Environmental Protection (3)*
*UNCLOS Provisions*

Dr. Christoph Hasche (Germany)
Partner, Taylor Wessing International Law Firm, Hamburg

*Moot Court Judge*

Peter Hinchliffe, OBE (United Kingdom)
Secretary General, International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) and International Shipping Federation (ISF).

*Summer Academy Open Event*
*Global Trade & Environmental Protection - the Irreplaceable Role of International Shipping*

Måns Jacobsson (Sweden)
Director of the International Oil Pollution Compensation Funds - retired

*Oil Pollution (1)*
*Compensation for Various Types of Damage resulting from Spills from Ships*

Professor Doris König (Germany)
Professor of International Law
Bucerius Law School, Hamburg
Chair, Board of Directors, IFLOS

*Introduction*
*Development of the UNCLOS Regime*
*Moot Court Judge*

Filippo Lorenzon (Italy)
Solicitor, Institute of Maritime Law
University of Southampton, England

*Carriage of Goods by Sea (1) & (2)*
*Charterparties & Bills of Lading*

Dr. Volker Lücke (Germany)
Associate, Ince & Co. International Law Firm
Hamburg

*Maritime Law (2)*
*Arrest of Ships*
Andrew Murdoch, LL.M (United Kingdom)
Commander, Royal Navy
Legal Adviser, UK Foreign Office

Freedom of Navigation & Shipping
Rights & Duties of Flag States, Piracy

Dr. Stefan Otto (Germany)
Chairman of the Board of Managing Directors
Deutsche Schiffsbank AG

Ship Building & Vessel Financing (2)
Economic Concepts & Bank Transactions
(with Dr. Stefan Rindfleisch)

Professor Alexander Prölß (Germany)
Walther-Schücking-Institute of International Law
Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel

New Uses of the Oceans – Marine Genetic Resources, Wind Energy etc.
Moot Court Judge

Dr. Stefan Rindfleisch (Germany)
Partner, Ehlermann, Rindfleisch, Gadow Law Firm, Hamburg

Ship Building & Vessel Financing (2)
Economic Concepts & Bank Transactions
(with Dr. Stefan Otto)

Alan Simcock (United Kingdom)
former Executive Secretary of the OSPAR Commission, London, England

Marine Environmental Protection (2)
Effects of Pollution on the Marine Environment

Dr. Martin Stopford (United Kingdom)
Director, Clarksons PLC
Head of Clarkson Research

Shipping (2)
Current Perspectives
Thomas Wanckel (Germany)
Partner, Segelken & Suchopar Law Firm, Hamburg

*Rotterdam Rules and Maritime Law in Legal Practice*
(with Dr. Kay-Uwe Bahnsen)

Sigrid Wettwer, LL.M (Germany)
Corporate Unit Legal Affairs and Insurances
Germanischer Lloyd AG, Hamburg

*Ship Building & Vessel Financing (1)*
*The Role of Classification Societies*

Dr. Michael Wiedicke-Hombach (Germany)
Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources
Hannover

*Offshore Resources (1)*
*Mineral Resources*